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The suction unit Medeas creates a new 
standard by meeting the highest requirements. 
Modern, unique, and equipped with a couple 
of  technical finesses it offers secure and 
clean work. The modern touch screen display 
makes work much easier in many ways. 

Suction Unit Medeas
Hadewe Smart Displays Are Breaking Boundaries For Footcare

Preferred speeds are to be seen directly on 
the display. Help videos describe the most 
important features and make the first steps 
foolproof. Instructions (e.g. change filter 
bags, clean chuck, etc.) can be displayed 
on the monitor. With the help of  a USB stick 

you can show your clients your own pictures; 
for example to illustrate their treatment pro-
gresses. Regarding the handpiece you have 
two choices as the Medeas can be supplied 
with either an all-round suction with automatic 
clamping or the established side suction with 
hadewe knob clamping.

Suction Unit Medeas

HANDPIECE WITH  LIGHTVIDEO-TUTORIALSTOUCHSCREEN
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Handpieces You Have The Choice
The Medeas is available with 2 different handpieces. The main difference is the shape and the way of  inserting the burs. 
The following list gives you a guidance which handpiece is the best for your purposes.

The Plus handpiece uses the superior hadewe clamping system, which holds tools strong at even high speeds of  40.000 rpm, and prevents instru-
ments from slipping out. The Chrome handpiece uses the market common automatic clamping system, which has a smaller handpiece, but is best 
used at speeds only up to 30.000 rpm to ensure that tools hold tight and are not negatively influenced by small deviations.

+++ very good    ++ good

Handpiece Comparison

Part number of  the handpieces 6272 6400

Name of  device Medeas Plus Medeas Chrome

Maximum speed 40.000 rpm 40.000 rpm

Inserting burs hadewe Power Clamping Automatic Clamping

Holding force of  burs +++ ++

Inserting burs without resistance +++ ++

Light at handpiece Yes No

On/off  button at handpiece Yes No

Size/weight of  handpiece ++ +++

Suction +++ +++

Torque of  motor +++ +++
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Suction Unit Medeas in Detail

Memory Function
Save and call up speed and suction capacity.

Multimedia Support
Access directions and help videos directly on the display, 
and see treatment pictures of  your clients or example pictures.

Speed
Choose speed between 6.000 and 40.000 rpm 
with keys + and –

Suction Control
Set suction capacity in 5 steps. Filter bags are appro-
ved by the BIA (German Institute for Health and Safety 
in work environment).

Suction Unit Medeas
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Useful Info
The display features useful info such as suction setting, current 
date and time, and indicates when it is time for a filter change or 
inspection.

Handpiece Holder
Open, easy to clean handpiece holder 
directly attached to the unit.

Smart Key
The key allows to easily switch between pre-set speeds or to 
turn on/off  the complete unit.

Light At Handpiece
We are not leaving you in the dark. 
The powerful LED ensures the optimum illumination of  
the treatment space.

Soft Knob
Insert instruments comfortably and without resistance 
thanks to the soft knob.

All-Round Suction
The unit is also available with all round suction 
and automatic clamping.
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Smart Work Simplification

Videos help you with the first steps. You have
access to the manual in multiple languages 
directly on the display.

Multimedia Support

Pictures say more than words. Use the image 
viewer in the display to explain the planned 
treatment steps to your client.

With the help of  a USB stick you can also 
show your own pictures, which gives you the 
possibility to illustrate the treatment progress 
for your client. 

Treatment Presentation

You have 3 memory locations at your disposal. 
The saved speed and suction level is shown 
directly on the buttons.

Speed and Suction Memory

Touchscreen-Display

Suction Unit Medeas


